
Move heavy loads more efficiently!
Easy to operate! Easy to maneuver!

Built and tested in Canada.
www.probarrow.com

The Professional Grade Electric 
Powered Wheelbarrow

Professional grade electric powered wheelbarrow  
designed and built for industrial use. 

Increase Productivity, Efficiency and Profit 
√ Carry heavy loads over rough terrain and steep hills with ease. 
√ Move 30% more material with the large capacity drum. 
√ Maneuver around obstacles with less time and effort.

Happy Crew – Healthy Business
√ Turn a labor intensive and dreaded task into one of the easiest.
√ Balanced handle design allows for full loads of concrete to feel weightless                               
    in your hands. 
√ With a 500lb uphill capacity - all you have to do is steer!

Unmatched Power, Durability and Ease of use!   
√ Electric power means instant on - always ready to work without the noise,              
    fumes and hassle of starting a gas engine. 
√ The electronic drive-train allows for unmatched control and intuitive use       
     with considerably less maintenance than gas engine alternatives.
√ ProBarrow is built tough for contractors.

Times have changed - so 
has the wheelbarrow.

US DISTRIBUTOR

GREAT NORTHERN EQUIPMENT
20195 S. DIAMOND LAKE RD, SUITE 100

ROGERS, MN 55374
(800) 822-0295  •  gnedi.com

RENTAL/COMMERCIAL DUTY
Have DIY Customers?  Probarrow is Ideal 
for do-it-yourself lawn and landscape projects, 
concrete projects, and your commercial/construction 
customers - let ProBarrow carry the load for you!



Tires 13” Dual wide tread turf  - flat free

Motor 800w / 4 brush / high torque / 24v DC

Gearbox Sealed / maintenance free / differential transaxle

Controller 90amp / fully programmable with an IP rating of X5

Braking Active regenerative with controlled descent

Batteries 24 Volt  - 20Ah / Sealed maintenance free

Charger 24v / 5.0 Amp / 3 pin with LED indicators

Speed Variable / forward 0-4km / reverse 0-2.5

Run Time A full typical working day capacity

Capacity 9 cubic ft / 500 lbs
Features One handed forward / reverse variable speed, fully programmable, 

14 gauge welded steel construction, easily transportable, controlled 
descent & power save sleep mode.

Options Flat Deck, Mega Drum and extra run battery packs

Dimensions Length 60” / width 28” / height 28”

Weight 146 lbs  / 66 kg with battery pack

ProBarrow Elite Specifications

500 lb capacity work horse! The ProBarrow Elite provides 
standard features such as 800Watt drivetrain and 9cubic ft. 
oversized drum.
The patented solid steel frame sets the ProBarrow aside as a 
machine – not just a wheelbarrow!

Multiple attachments! The Elite can adapt to different 
applications with interchangeable attachments.

The versatile attachments are ideal for contractors that offer a wide 
array of services while the exchangeable battery packs allow for 
batteries to be charged outside of the unit. 

Flat Deck

Mega Drum

Exchangeable 
battery pack

Removable drum
30 second change over to ProBarrow attachments. 

     Additional packs can be 
added to extend usage time.

Battery Pack

   Large flat deck surface for   
 transporting oversized loads.

Mega capacity drum for 
lighter high volume materials. 

ProBarrow Elite

OPTIONAL ATTACHMENTS AVAILABLE

Item: AFD01    

Item: AMD01    Item: BB2001  


